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Abstract 1 Introduction

In this paper we introduce a biologi-
cally and psychologically plausible neu-
ronal model of hierarchical categoriza-
tion. The knowledge in our model is
represented by a taxonomical arrange-
ment of verbal categories. This care-
gorical representation is psychologically
motivated and also offers an explana-
tion of how to deal with uncertain
knowledge. It is an alternative to other
well known uncertainty calculi. An ob-
server specifies the known features be-
fore the hierarchical categorization be-
gins. During the categorization the
model learns to favor those categories
which often lead to a successful goal.
This may help to speed up the search.
A computer simulation of a system for
the diagnosis of the problem with a car
is presented.

Keywords: hierarchical
categorization, availability heuris-
tic, neural networks, semantic net-
works, uncertain knowledge

The goal of the hierarchical categoriza-
tion is the accurate determination of
a category or some categories out of
present facts. The representation of
knowledge by categories (Smith, 1995)
is the central idea of our introduced
model, the abductive memory. This
categorically motivated uncertainty cal-
culus is an alternative to the other well
known uncertainty calculuses (Duda
et al., 1979; Shafer, 1976; Shortliffe and
Buchanan, 1975; Zadeh, 1975), for sum-
mary see (Lucas and van der Gaag,
1991), or other approaches (Sun, 1995).

2 Categories

2.1 Description

A way to represent the objects by verbal
categorization is to describe them by a
set of discrete features (Tversky, 1977).
The similarity between them can be de-
fined as a function of the features they
have in common (Osherson, 1995; Sun,
1995). An object is judged to belong
to a category to the extent that its fea-
tures of it are predicted by the category
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(Osherson, 1987).

2.2 Similarity Measure

The similarity of a category Ca and of
a feature set Y is given b3/ the follow-
ing formula, which is inspired by the
contrast model of Tversky (Tversky,
1977),

Simc(Ca, Y) - IcanJI I(C~-(canJ)l _
Ical ICal

2 .ICanJl-1 C[-1,1]ICal

ICal : number of the prototypical fea-
tures that define tile category Ca.

The value Sirnc(Ca, J) is called the
quality criterion (qc) of the category Ca
for the given feature set or. With qc = 1
absolute similarity and qc = -1 no sim-
ilarity at all. For example the category
bird is defined by following features:
flies, sings, lays eggs, nests in trees, eats
insects. The category bat is defined by
the following features: flies, gives milk,
eat insects. The following features are
present: flies and gives milk.

Simc(bird, present features)=~ 4~ =

-0.6
1Simc(bat, present features)=~ - ½ = 

So the qc of the category bird -0.6 is
and of the category bat is 0.3333.

2.3 Salience of a Feature

Features that discriminate among rele-
vant facts should have a higher salience
than the one that do not (Smith, 1995).
The features of an equal salience have
a unary representation, they can only
be represented as existent or nonexis-
tent. A category that is described as a

set of features can be present with dif-
ferent grades of vagueness correspond-
ing to the cardinal number of the set.
A set of features that describes a cate-
gory can be sometimes divided into sub-
sets that represent some subcategories.
Each feature can be also regarded as
a kind of subcategory. If this subeat-
egory can not be described by other
features, but, nevertheless, should have
the properties of variable salience and
vagueness, it is described by invisible
features. To each feature a number of
invisible features is assigned dependent
on its salience. This salience determines
the range of the invisible features that
can be present. The actually present
invisible features describe the contribu-
tion of a feature to a category. They can
be identified as the belief value in the
presence of a feature. Through the cou-
pling of the salience of the features with
the possible grades of belief values one
is forced to think more carefully about
the important features than about the
less important ones.

2.4 Uncertainty of a Care-
gory

An observer determines the presence of
features corresponding to each category.
But if it is not possible to observe some
features, the quality criterion can never
reach the maximal value 1. If some
features exist for a complete definition
of a category, but because of the lack
of available knowledge they cannot be
named, they cannot be verified. These
features are called the unobservable fea-
tures. Through their number it is ex-
pressed, how certain a definition of a
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category is.

3 Representation

3.1 Units

A category is expressed by a set of pro-
totypic features. This set can be repre-
sented by a binary vector, in which the
positions represent different features.
For each category a binary vector can
be defined. A one at a certain posi-
tion corresponds to a certain feature.
This vector can be described by a unit
which models a biological neuron (Mc-
Clelland and Kawamoto, 1986; Palm,
1982) (see Fig. 1). The stored binary
weights represent the presence or ab-
sence of features that describe a cate-
gory. Each category corresponds to a
unit.

neuron

dendrites

.................. ax~ ..............~

urut

Figure 1: A unit is an abstract model of
a biological neuron (Hertz et al., 1991).

The principles in the representation
will be demonstrated on an example of
two old sayings from country folklore:

(1) If it is April and it snows much then
probably the apple harvest will be bad.

(2) If it is April and it rains a lot and

it is very cold then the vintage will be
good.

The feature "April" corresponds to the
first position of the binary vector, it
can be only present or absent. The
feature "snows" is described by two in-
visible features because it has a higher
salience than the feature "April", this is
expressed in the country saying through
the adjective "much". The feature
"snows" can be either present, maybe
present or absent. The two invisible fea-
tures correspond to the positions two
and three. The feature "rains a lot"
has the same salience as the preceding
feature, it is described by the positions
four and five. Because the feature "very
cold" has the greatest salience of the
other features it is described by three
invisible features, namely the positions
six, seven, and eight. The uncertainty
of the first category which corresponds
to the adjective "probably" is expressed
by two unobservable features. So the
two country sayings are represented by
two units which form a module (see
Fig. 2). During the categorization the
present feature set is presented at the
corresponding positions and the qual-
ity criterion of each linear unit (Hertz
et al., 1991) is calculated corresponding
to the weights.

The hypothesis about the presence of
a category is made, then it is tested (El-
stein et al., 1978) with the aid of the
external memory. This procedure cor-
responds to the abductive inference in
which a hypothesis is made and then
it is tested (Peng and Reggia, 1990;
Josephson and Josephson, 1996). 
quality of this kind of rule of inference
is that it is unsound, which means that
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Figure 2: Neural representation of two
country lores.

even if the test is positive this does not
mean that the hypothesis is necessarily
true.

3.2 Taxonomic Represen-

tation

With modules only small amounts of
categories can be verified, because the
represented knowledge is not struc-
tured. One of the most effective ways
to structure knowledge is the taxo-
nomic arrangement of the information
that represents it (Resnikoff, 1989). 
well known model of the taxonomic
representation is the semantic network
(Quillian, 1968). A semantic net-
work represents the knowledge as di-
rected acyclic graph, with nodes corre-
sponding to concepts and the links be-
tween them corresponding to relations
between them (Otman, 1996). Cat-
egories can be split up into subcate-
gories, so that a taxonomy can be con-
structed and represented by an acyclic
graph. The nodes in this graph corre-
spond to categories and the links indi-
cate the "is a subcategory" relation be-
tween them. The process of the hierar-
chical categorization can be performed,

in which one moves from more general
categories to more accurate categories
until the desired category is reached.
These ideas eorresDon,’! to the other
models of the modular organization of
the memory like (Breitenberg, 1978;
Palm, 1982; Rumelhart and McClel-
land, 1986; Palm, 1990), and the mod-
els of the connectionistic realization of
the semantic networks (Shastri and
Feldman, 1985; Shastri, 1988).

3.3 The Categorization

The categorization task at each node
is performed by a module that repre-
sents a certain category and which de-
termines another more accurate cate-
gory. This other more accurate cat-
egory can be represented either by a
module or a unit. The second case rip-
resents the goal of a hierarchical catego-
rization. The problem space (Newell,
1990) is defined by the connection be-
tween the modules. The known features
and the belief values about their pres-
ence and their salience are stored in the
external memory before the categoriza-
tion begins. About the other unspec-
ified features nothing is known, their
probability of their presence is fifty per-
cent or less depending on their salience,

belief in the not specified = [salience[L 2 J"

The feature can be present in different
modules and have different salience de-
pendent on the context (Smith, 1995).
The external memory calculates the
new belief values dependent on the
context which is defined by the new
salience,

new belief =
Lnew salience, old belie] J

old salience "
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The external memory guides the search
in the problem space in the direction
of the most plausible category, which
is the caLegory with the highes~ qual-
ity criterion value. In the search the
first favored category can turn out to
be wrong because its subcategories are
not present. In this case another cate-
gory is examined. This search strategy
corresponds to hill climbing (Winston,
1992), which is a depth-first search in
which the choices are ordered accord-
ing to the quality criteria values (see
Fig. 3). The quality criteria values rep-
resent a heuristic measurement of the
distance to the remaining goal. The
whole model is called the abductive
memory because it does the categoriza-
tion in the abductive way.

....

Figure 3: The hill climbing search strat-
egy in the abductive memory during the
Categorization.

We demonstrate the abductive mem-
ory in the knowledge base for diagnos-
ing car problems (see Fig. 4).

The known features and the be-
lief values about their presence are
stored in the external memory be-
fore the categorization begins. About
the other unspecified features noth-
ing is known, their probability about
their presence is fifty percent or less

..... - o _ ................. .- ..-°*"

Figure 4: The taxonomic representa-
tion of disorders of a car. The dot-
ted arrows represent the shortcuts to
categories which are less certain. The
rectangular boxes represent the possible
goals of the hierarchical categorization.
Their number is drawn in addition.

dependent on their salience. The
only feature known by the observer
is POOR_ENGINE_PERFORMANCE
with the maximal belief value
(salience=6, belief=6).

1)!

3)

4) 

5) 

6) 

!

7) 

9) 

MODULE ELECTRICAL with qc=0 !

MODULE LIGHTS with qc=0 !

MODULE WIPER with qc=0 !

MODULE STARTER with qc=0 !

MODULE ENGINE-STARTS with qc=0 !

MODULE ENGINE-IS_DEAD with qc=-0.166667

MODULE OTHER with qc=-0.333333 !

MODULE DRIVING with qc=-0.333333 !

MODULE ENGINE with qc=-0.166667 !

RESULT:

DIRTY_AIR-FILTER_OR-B AD -SPARK-PLUGS

with qc----0.222222

FUEL_PUMP-BAD_OR-FUEL-PIPE_BROKEN with

qc=0.0555556

The information which was stored in
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the external memory was sufficient for
the determination of the disorder but
insufficient to guide the search, which
took nine steps.

3.4 Heuristics

A heuristic could help to speed up the
search in the problem space that is de-
fined by the categories and the links
between them. During the hierarchi-
cal categorization some categories come
to mind more easily, because they were
detm’mined to be more frequent than
tile other. Some psychologists (Tver-
sky and Kahneman, 1973) assume that
the individuals estimate the frequency
of an event, in our case the determina-
tion of a category. This kind of heuris-
tic is called the availability heuristic
(Tversky and Kahneman, 1973; Wick-
elgren, 1977; Schwartz, 1995). The idea
how to implement this kind of heuristic
was given by the psychologist William
James already around 1870 (James,
1985): Habits are due to pathways by
the nerve centers, in getting out they
leave their traces in the paths which they
take. In our model this corresponds to
the strengthening of the links between
the categories which describe a success-
ful search by a small factor. The suc-
cessful search corresponds to the path
of links between the categories from
the category where the search began
to the results of the hierarchical cate-
gorization. Paths that corresponds to
wrong search directions are weakened
by a small factor (see Fig. 5). Dur-
ing the repeated search the categories
that receive strong links are favored.
The search direction corresponds to the
highest value that is the sum of the

quality criterion of a category and the
strength of the link to it.

Figure 5: The learning of the availabil-
ity heuristic. Links between the cate-
gories which describe a successful search
are strengthened by a small factor.

Suppose that we are trying to diag-
nose the problems with cars that are
used near a dusty desert where sand-
storms are verv. Very often the prob-
lems of such cars are caused by dirty
air filters. After the strengthening of
the corresponding links between the
categories during the previous catego-
rizations which describe this fact, the
search takes with the availability heuris-
tic only two steps.

1) ! MODULE DRIVING with qc=-0.333333 

2) ! MODULE ENGINE with qc=-0.166667 

RESULT:

DIRTY_AIR_FILTER_O R-B AD-SPARK-PLU GS

with qc=0.222222

FUEL_PUMP_I3AD_OR_FUEL-PIPE-BROKEN with

qc=0.0555556

This can explain the fact that memory
contents are accessed faster in the hu-
man memory if they were accessed often
before (Anderson, 1995).
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4 Summary

The abductive memory is an efficient
biologically and psychologically moti-
vated engineering tool for representa-
tion and an easy access of uncertain
knowledge. The categorical represen-
tation offers an alternative to the tra-
ditional uncertainty calculus (Duda
et al., 1979; Luger and Stubblefield,
1993; Shafer, 1976; Shortliffe and
Buchanan, 1975; Zadeh, 1975). This
work was supported by the SFB 527.
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